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Abstract
In a popular visual illusion, the portrait on paper
currency is folded into an M shape along vertical lines
through the nose and the eyes. When this folded
picture is tilted back and forth horizontally the face
undergoes striking changes in expression. This
distortion reveals two insights concerning 3D
representation in the human visual system and we have
explored these with experiments on simple schematic
faces and observations on distortions of laser range
images of faces. The observations show first that when
recovering depicted depth, pictorial cues are interpreted
independently of binocular depth information and
second, that the recovery of facial expression is based
on a scaled prototypical face structure.

1. Introduction
When we walk around a statue, we see it as a
reassuringly solid, rigid object that does not change its
3-dimensional shape as we move. This indicates that
our visual system has created a view independent
description of the object. This representation maintains
constant parameters for the object’s 3-dimensional
structure as we move and all that is changing is the
view angle. Surprisingly, the same is true, over a more
restricted range of angles, as we move in front of a
picture of an object. It is surprising because the view
of the object does not change as it would for the real
object; instead, the projection on our retina merely
compresses and expands as we move. This should
correspond to an object that rotates to face us as we
move and changes its 3-dimensional shape nonrigidly,
thinning and fattening itself in response to our
motions. We ought to find this at least mildly
distracting or entertaining in the same way that we are
distracted and amused by the reverse motions of a
hollow mask that we see in reverse depth [1]. In
contrast, we see nothing jarring or askew as we move
in front of a picture and it is this relative view
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independence of our perception of 2D images that has
allowed flat pictures and movies to take over our visual
environment as an economical and convenient
substitute for 3-dimensional representations.
Why are we not overwhelmed by the distortions
inherent in the changing views of a 2-dimensional
picture? There are two possibilities. The first is the
classic theory of compensation where we sense the tilt
and slant of the picture plane and correct for it so that
we experience the picture as if viewed straight on [2].
There are a number of difficulties with this theory and
it has been challenged many times [3] but it is still put
forward as the most common explanation of the
relative view independence of flat pictures. The
alternative explanation is that the internal
representation is not metrically 3-dimensional but has
some reduced dimensionality that is faithful to the
object’s structure, for example, up to an affine
transformation [4, 5, 6].

2. The folded face illusion
We have explored a popular but little studied
visual illusion that supports the second explanation —
the non-Euclidian representation — over the
compensation explanation. The illusion is seen in the
folded picture of a face in Figure 1. At different tilts, it
is clear that the facial expression is changing. The
images in Figure 1 are of course, flat projections of
folded pictures so the cues to the folds are perhaps not
very strong. Nevertheless, when the same folded
pictures are viewed directly with binocular vision, the
expression changes are the same as those seen here [4].
This observation suggests that the slants of the folded
picture are not used to correct the picture plane prior to
the interpretation of the local pictorial depth cues. If
compensation were successful, the corrected picture
should be unchanged at different tilts and the recovered
3-dimensional structure of the face would be the same.
This does not happen.
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the picture surface now has a more complex 3dimensional structure.

3. Judgments of depth and expression
in wire-frame “faces”

Figure 1. When a picture of a face is
folded along vertical lines through t h e
eyes and nose and tilted around t h e
horizontal axis, striking changes
of
expression are seen.
The simple description of what does happen is that
the retinal projection of the folded picture is the ground
image data and the recovery of the 3-dimensional
structure is based only on that image, ignoring the
folds and their slants. As the folded picture is tilted, the
ground image changes solely because of the geometry
of the projection and the recovered 3-dimensional shape
changes in response. This description does not explain
why we tolerate the distortions in flat, unfolded
pictures with changing viewing angle. It merely rules
out one explanation and leaves us with the possibility
that the internal representation, that we accept as richly
3-dimensional, has in fact reduced dimensionality.
One possible criticism of this interpretation of the
folded pictures illusion is that the 3-dimensional depth
of the folds is simply underestimated. The slants of the
folds are not registered and so there is no
compensation. In our first measurements we used
schematic, wire-frame faces and had observers judge
expression and depth with binocular viewing. We were
able to show that the depth is seen veridically but the
expressions are nevertheless judged as if the figure were
almost flat. We will demonstrate in our second
experiment that the faces are not judged as if they were
actually flat, but rather relative to a prototypical face
structure that has only moderate curvature in the mouth
region. Whatever the underlying space of the
representation, it is important to point out that there
are simultaneously at least two: one in which the 3dimensional information from binocular disparity is
available and accurate, and one in which it is largely
ignored. A separate 3-dimensional representation is
constructed from pictorial cues and object knowledge
while ignoring clearly visible binocular information.
This dual representation is of course well known in the
case of ordinary pictures where the flatness of the
picture surface is clearly seen at the same time and at
the same location as the 3-dimensional picture space.
The only difference here with the folded pictures is that

To test judgments of depth and expression we used
wire-frame faces that were simply a bent rhombus for a
mouth and a pair of dots for eyes. They were presented
as elements in 3-dimensional space, viewed binocularly
through red-green glasses. Unlike the folded pictures,
there was no picture surface and no pictorial depth
cues. Nevertheless, the judgments of facial expression
still showed view dependence. Specifically, when
viewed straight on (0°) the schematic face appeared
expressionless. However, when tilted the face took on
an expression, smiling when tilted forward and
frowning when tilted backward. These expression
changes were seen even though the actual wire frame,
was tilting rigidly without any change in its 3dimensional structure. To measure the expression, we
asked observers to adjust the corners of the mouth up
and down until the face appeared to have a neutral
expression at orientations from –40° to +40°. We also
asked observers to make a 3D adjustment of the
rhombus to determine if the depth of the shape,
signaled only by the binocular disparity, was being
under or overestimated. Specifically, they adjusted the
same back corners up and down until they judged the
top and bottom lines to have equal length in 3dimensions.

a)

b)

Figure 2. Left and right eye views of t h e
wire-frame face stereogram. Observers
adjusted the vertical positions of b o t h
outermost tips until the “face” appeared
to have a neutral expression. The t o p
face is tilted forward by 40 whereas t h e
bottom, also tilted forward by 40° has t h e
back tips of the mouth moved down t o
the average “neutral” position.
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b)

c)
Figure 3. Left and right eye views of t h e
bent rhombus stereogram. Viewed from
the top, the rhombus has a 90° bend a t
the center. a) +40° b) 0°, and c) – 4 0 ° .
Observers adjusted the outer tips u p
and down until the top and bottom lines
appeared of equal 3D length.

Effective Depth (%)

a)

registered in the amygdala even though the subjects do
not report seeing the faces. The separate representation
of face and facial expression is also indicated by
neuropsychological findings. In particular, some
patients may lose the ability to judge facial expression
following neurological damage but retaining face
recognition [8]; others may lose face recognition but
retaining the ability to make judgments of expression
[9].
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3.1 Results
Four observers were run in the two conditions and
the average data for 3 of them are shown in Figure 4
(the fourth observer saw no depth from binocular
disparity). The data for the 3D judgment of equal line
length show good accuracy with settings reflecting an
apparent depth of 75 to 90% of the actual value.
In contrast, the settings for neutral expression are
not far from the settings that would be made on a 2D
image. Observers brought the two tips of the mouth
almost level with the midpoint between the top and
bottom of the mouth viewed straight on, despite the
clearly visible tilt of the top versus the bottom of the
mouth and the position of the eyes (which moved
forward and backward with the tilt of the mouth). The
contrast between the 3D settings and the expression
settings could hardly be larger. The 3D judgments of
line length demonstrate a very accurate perception of
the depth of the wire frame yet the judgments of
expression seem to mostly ignore the 3D structure of
the mouth.
Is it possible that the visual system has a separate
representation that is used for judging expressions, one
that is so primitive that it operates directly on the 2D
retinal image before any 3D structure is generated?
There is some relevant work in studies of the function
of the amygdala, a primitive part of the brain linked to
the evaluation of emotion. These studies suggest that
the amygdala responds to information that is routed to
it through subcortical areas bypassing analysis in the
visual cortex where binocular disparity could play a
role [7]. Emotional responses to fearful faces are

10

Figure 4. Settings for the neutral face
(outline circles) and the equilateral bent
rhombus (filled circles) as a percent of
appropriate
3D depth.
Vertical
lines
show ± 1.0 SE. The adjustments for the
rhombus demonstrate that accurate 3D
information is registered by observers.
The settings for the neutral face show
that this information is largely ignored in
determining facial expression.
On the other hand, there is evidence against the
simple view that expressions are judged solely on the
features of the 2D projection of the face. First, the data
for judgment of neutral expression in Figure 4 do not
lie around the value for strictly 2D analysis (0%
depth). They are somewhat above this, suggesting an
effective depth of about 20% of the presented value.
Given that our wire-frame mouths had an extreme bend
of 90°, 20% of that depth corresponds to a bend of
about 22°. This is about half of the value we measured
on a sample of 5 human mouths. It is possible that the
judgments of emotion are based on a default curvature
for human mouths, but the unnaturally sharp central
bend of the wire-frame mouth changes the way the
default is applied. It is possible then, that the
expression judgments are based on a default mouth
curvature that overrides binocular disparity information
that indicates much more extreme curvature.
A second piece of evidence suggesting that the
judgment is not 2D-based comes from observing real
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faces. If a person tilts his or her face backwards while
holding a neutral expression, the curve of the mouth
takes on a decidedly downward arc that ought to
correspond to a frown if seen in isolation. However,
the person’s apparent expression seems unchanged.
This could only be the case if the judgment of
expression were taking head tilt and mouth curvature
into account.

Figure 5. A Noh mask tilted forward
and backward. Most observers
notice
that the mask when viewed binocularly
appears to smile when tilted forward but
not
when
tilted
backward.
The
expression changes are similar to those
seen in the 2D views here.
Even though a real face does not undergo a change
in apparent expression when the person tilts his or her
head forward or backward, one particular kind of mask
does show this property. Noh masks like that in
Figure 5 seem to smile when tilted forward and frown
when tilted backward [10]. Interestingly, these tilts of
the mask are taken to represent exactly the opposite
emotions in the Noh tradition, where, for example,
tilting forward indicates sadness. The effects of tilt on
the emotions in these masks has been investigated in
more detail by Lyon et al. [11]. The property of these
masks that is relevant to our argument here is that the
curvature of the mouth is very exaggerated even though
the curvature of the face is not. We next explored
whether the view dependence of the expression resulted
from a deviation from prototypical curvature in the
region of the mouth.

4.
Judgments
distorted 3D faces

of

expression

in

We took laser range data for faces, reconstructed
the faces and computed shading for lighting from the
top right. These shaded values were then used to color
the faces as we tilted and distorted them. The face data
were in cylindrical coordinates so that for every
position, y, along the central axis of the head, the
surface of the head was specified as a radial distance

function around the central axis. Each surface point
was given the luminance value computed from the
shading step. To tilt the head, we inclined the vertical
axis of the head forward or backward and took two 2D
views of the head, offset for a typical binocular view
from a standard viewing distance. The head information
was clipped on the sides and top.

Figure 6. 3D heads with different depth
modulations. All are tilted forward 15°
and below each face is a profile of
curvature across the face at the level of
the mouth. a) local compression;
b)
isotropic compression; c) normal depth;
d)
isotropic
stretching;
e)
local
stretching.
To create the curvature distortions we manipulated
the amplitude of the front-back dimension of the head’s
radial distance function prior to tilting and taking the
two binocular views. The left right amplitudes were
unchanged; these specify the horizontal separation of
face features including the width of the face. These
front-back and left-right dimensions of the face surface
correspond to the sine and cosine components of the
radial distance function. In three isotropic distortions
the front-back variations were either flattened (to
produce a 2D picture, Figure 6b), left undistorted
(Figure 6c), or stretched by a factor of 2 (Figure 6d). In
two anisotropic distortions, the front-back variations
were either stretched (Figure 6e) or compressed (Figure
6a) locally within the vertical swath that included the
chin, the mouth, the nose and the center of the
forehead. The factor of distortion changed smoothly
from a factor 1.0 (no distortion) just to the left and
right of the mouth to a maximum of 1.5 (stretch) or to
a minimum of 0.66 (compression) right along the
center of the face.
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The effect of these anisotropic distortions was to
exaggerate the mouth curve in the local stretch
condition and flatten the mouth in the local
compression version. The curvature of the mouth
region is about the same in the isotropic stretch
version and the local stretch version. The difference is
that in the isotropic case, the highly curved mouth is
in the context of a head that is uniformly stretched
back to front whereas in the locally stretched version,
only the central region of the face has high curvature.
Similarly, the mouth curvature is about as flat in the
isotropically flat version as in the locally compressed
version. In the isotropic version, the whole face is flat
whereas in the locally compressed version, the face has
normal curvature everywhere but in the flat mouth area
(and the vertical band above and below it).

–15° cases. The shift in emotion was subtle but
consistent (see Figures 7 and 8 for local compression).

Figure 8. Same as Figure
different face.

7 but for a

Figure 7. Stereoscopic
pairs of locally
compressed faces tilted forward 15° on
top and backward 15° on the bottom.
The left and right views are appropriate
for crossed
fusion.
Most observers
report that the bottom face has a more
positive expression.
Stereo pairs were generated for each of the 5
versions, one set tilted forward by 15° and the other
tilted back by 15°. Two of the authors as well as other
lab members viewed the images stereoscopically. None
of the isotropic distortions produced any impressions
of emotion change between the +15° and –15° heads
(see Figure 9 for isotropic stretching). In contrast, the
locally stretched and compressed versions did produce
an apparent change of expression between the +15° and

Figure
9.
Stereoscopic
pairs
of
isotropically
stretched
faces
tilted
forward 15° on top and backward 15° on
the bottom. Most observers report that
the top and bottom face have similar,
neutral expressions.
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The lack of effect on apparent emotion for the
tilted undistorted heads differs from the report of Lyon
et al. [11]. Their observers did find a change of
emotion as an undistorted head was tilted at different
angles. It is not clear why we do not find this result
but the absence of emotional changes seen on real
tilted heads in everyday life would appear to support
our observations here. Moreover we did not find a
change on the isotropically stretched face either.
Note that the degree of mouth curvature that was
seen as a slight smile or frown in the locally stretched
or compressed faces was the same as that seen as a
neutral expression in the isotropically stretched or
compressed faces, respectively. In other words, the
expression is determined not by the curvature per se
but the curvature in relation to the apparent structure of
the face. Finally, the apparent shift in emotion was
similar whether the faces were viewed in stereo or as
2D images. This suggests that the pictorial cues to
depth were sufficient to establish the facial structure
and that the binocular information did not contribute.

5. Conclusions
If a folded picture of the front view of a face is
tilted, the apparent expression changes dramatically.
Our results here suggest that two factors contribute to
this illusion. First, pictorial depth cues are interpreted
from the 2D (retinal) projection of the folded picture
without any correction for any slant of the picture
plane. The projections of the folds onto the retina
distort the curvature of the mouth (and other facial
features) and these distortions become part of the facial
expression. Second, whatever the distortion of the
facial features, they are interpreted in terms of a
prototypical, scaled face that overrides binocular depth
information. Strong upward or downward curvature of
the mouth that would be seen as smiles or frowns on a
typical face may be seen as a neutral expression if the
face appears to be strongly stretched in the front-back
axis.
The first factor, that pictures are interpreted
without any initial compensation for slants of the
picture plane, suggests that flat pictures are successful
because the human visual system represents space in a
non-Euclidian manner. We are tolerant of, though not
indifferent to [3], the stretching of the image with
changing viewpoint. The idea that there could be a
compensation step prior to the interpretation of
pictorial cues is an odd one. How could such a process
evolve given that we would never have to deal with
viewing pictures from an angle until very recently? It
is far more likely that our recognition of objects
should be tolerant of stretching and compression as
these are the main dimensions of variability across
members of a category. Some trees are broad and some
narrow, some faces wide and some skinny. Whatever

the reason for the lack of a Euclidean internal
representation of 3D space, the representation we do
have is sufficient for workable recognition and
navigation. More practically, the tolerance to certain
distortions has allowed humans to exploit 2D
representations in pictures and movies as convenient
surrogates for 3D scenes that can be enjoyed from a
wide range of viewing locations.
The second factor, that pictorial cues are
interpreted in terms of a prototypical scaled face, is
closely related to previous demonstrations of the
effectiveness of known shape in determining perceived
depth. Specifically, when a particular view of a random
3D shape resembles the 2D view of a familiar object,
the shape is most often seen as the familiar object even
though that would override clear binocular depth
information to the contrary [12]. Similarly for the
wire-frame shapes of our first experiment, the depth
was registered with reasonable accuracy, but the
expressions were judged as if the curvature of the
mouth were much closer to the prototypical curvature
of a mouth than to the actual curvature. This
represented a reduction in the effective depth by a factor
of about 400%. Our observations of the distorted 3D
heads revealed a further level of sophistication in the
use of prototypical object depth. Apparently, the depth
that is imposed on the object is scaled to the image
data and the scaling involves at least two independent
dimensions for heads, front-back and side-to-side.
In cases of familiar objects, then, the
representation of accurate 3D information is often
redundant. Moreover, when the 3D information
disagrees with the prototype, it will not only be
ignored, it will also lead to distracting illusions of
nonrigidity.
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